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[A] (Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking)

Let us consider the human wants. What do we need in life ? There cannot be

much doubt about the fact that our basic requirements are food and water. Thee are

a few animals which can live for quite / a long time without food or even without water

and in some cases without either, but man is not among such animals. His life has more

needs than animal life. For him food and water are necessary // and he cannot exist

for many days without them. The more healthy he is, the stronger is his need for

these two basic items for life. Life cannot exist where there is no water. This is the

reason /// that there is no life on moon. As soon as water is evident on moon, life

in some form or the other will start and slowly man can start living on moon as he

is living on //1// this earth.

Where there is no water man cannot live and this is more or less true also of places

where food cannot be grown. It is perhaps not wholly true because in these days it would

be / possible to bring in food by air, but if one were dependent upon food brought into

a place in this way the cost would be very high and it would not be possible to support

life in // a large number of people. In the past, therefore, towns and cities have grown

up where food and water are readily available to support life. We also need air, of course,

but there is little need to consider /// this because we all know only too well that without

clean air to take into our bodies we would die in quite a short time.
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So water, food and air are basic requirements for your very //2// existence in this

world. We do far more than exist, however. In these days we all lead very full lives,

and for the kind of life we lead, a basic requirement is paper. It is very difficult  for /

us to picture what life would become for us if there were to be no paper. There would

be nothing on which to write and there would be nothing to read. We could hardly

go back all // at once to the stone age. You may, of course, answer that we could

look at television and read in that way but there can be very little shown on television

that has not first required the /// use of paper.

We should also mention that learning would become very difficult, in fact, to the

point of being impossible in some cases. Just think what it would be like to try teach

or to //3// learn without books to read and without paper to write notes on. One would

have to depend to a very great degree upon memory, and many people are not particularly

good at using their memory or remembering just what / has been said. When we try

to learn something, we usually have to go back to our books over and over again to

perfect our knowledge. Some facts we hear once and know for ever, but this // is the

exception and for the most part only a small part of what we hear remains in our minds.

What would life be like without paper - daily, weekly and monthly. What would

life be like without books, /// serious or light ? At present there appears to be enough

paper to meed all our many needs but this may not always be so. If paper becomes

cheap, books and newspapers could be sold cheaply. //4//
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[An interval of two minutes]

[B] [Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking]

The Chairman said :
Ladies and Gentlemen,

As the Director’s Report and Accounts were posted to you fifteen days ago I shall

take the liberty of assuming that you are already familiar with their contents, and also

with the / Balance Sheet that accompanied them. I now propose that we should take

them as read, but before I submit a formal motion to that effect, there are one or two

points which I should like to stress // in connection with them. I feel that I must make

clear to the shareholders that, prosperous as the company now is and gratifying as our

results manifestly are, the costs of raw materials, of labour and of transport /// have

never ceased to rise, and I cannot with any conviction prophesy that our present success

will continue indefinitely.

During the year under review, we exported well over five lac bicycles and tricycles

and in the home //1// market we sold a similar quantity. At the present time the market

seems unlimited because our price levels are comparatively low. We have, as you know,

sacrificed the high profit margin that we have in previous years achieved / in the confidence

that our profit levels would be maintained by an increase in demand. While our forecast

was indeed true for this year, I am by no means in a position to give firm assurances

of // the continuance of such a state of affairs. Not only have labour demands for shorter

hours and high wages multiplied, but various vital parts of machinery, such as gear cases,

and the electrical components of some of our /// power driven models, have risen so

sharply in cost that it will be definitely impossible to fix prices at their present minimum

level indefinitely. We shall be further restricted by certain severe import regulations and

restrictions which //2// come into force in one of our principal markets early next year.

It is our earnest hope for the future that some provision will be made within the framework

of present economic conditions for a halt to be / called to this apparently unending
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struggle to keep pace with labour and material increases at home and the highly competitive

price rivalry board. It is causing your Directors considerable anxiety,  determined as

they are not to  compromise with // materials in any way inferior to our present unequalled

excellence.

Your Board of Directors recommends a dividend of eight per cent on the Ordinary

Shares, representing an increase of one percent on last year’s figure, despite the /// adverse

influences which I have already outlined. Depreciation has been fully provided for, and

we have transferred Rupees twenty thousand to Reserve, as against Rupees eighteen

thousand last year. I place on record the gratitude of the //3// Directors and to the staff

for their enthusiasm and interest. Our present eminence as bicycle manufacturers is

undoubtedly due to their high standards and tireless research towards perfection.

When I look back to the progress of past  two / gloomy years, I can only marvel

at the resilience of the vehicle industry. Our plight then was desperate; the Government

had totally withdrawn all support even the which was promised to us in writing. I believe

that // without the backing of our shareholders and the dedicated energy of our managers

we could have gone under; but we took a series of measures to pull ourselves together.

The heart of our problem was our two expensive /// vehicles. The market was calamitous

and the drain on our cash resources was such that we were losing one crore of rupees

per month. We tackled the problem first by persuading our bankers to re-schedule our

loans. //4//

_______________


